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Abstract

We present a method to detect simple cycles of length 4 of a directed graph in O
�
n1�ωe2�2�ω� steps,

wheren denotes the number of nodes,e denotes the number of edges andω is the exponent of matrix
multiplication. This improves upon the currently fastest methods forα � �

2��4�ω�� �ω �1��2�,
wheree 	 nα.

1 Introduction

A cycle of a graph is a very simple structure and the detectionof given length cycles is one of the
most natural problems in algorithmic graph theory. Though the problem is easily stated, fast algorithms
to solve it are far from being obvious and progress in terms offaster algorithms has been constantly
reported in the last decades.

In this paper we address the problem of finding aC4, a directed cycle of length 4. It is easy to describe
an O
nω� algorithm for this task, which is based onfast matrix multiplication. Hereω is the exponent
of the multiplication of two square matrices. Alon, Yuster and Zwick [2] developed an algorithm which
detects aCk, a simple cycle of a fixed lengthk, in O
e2�1�k2�� steps. This means that one can detect
a C4 in O
e1�5� time. The crucial idea of their algorithm is to partition thevertex set intohigh degree
vertices andlow degree vertices, and first search for cycles which contain at least one high degree vertex.
If such cycles do not exist, the high degree vertices are discarded.

Based on this idea Alon et al. [2] presented also a method to detect triangles which runs in O
e2ω�ω�1��
steps which uses fast matrix multiplication. The authors pose the question, whether fast matrix multipli-
cation can also be used to speed up their techniques to detectaCk for k �4.

We give a positive answer for the case of detecting aC4 by describing an algorithm which runs
in O
n1ωe2�2ω� steps. This bound is asymptotically smaller than O
nω� and O
e1�5� for graphs with
e � nα, whereα � 
2�
4�ω�� 
ω �1��2�.

1.1 Related work

Itai and Rodeh [5] developed an algorithm which detects a triangle in O
e1�5� steps. Alon, Yuster and
Zwick [1] described an algorithm which detects aCk for fixed k in O
nω� expected time and O
nω logn�
worst case time. All of the above methods work in the directedas well as in the undirected case. Yuster
and Zwick [7] showed that an even cycle of a fixed length in an undirected graph can be found in O
n2�
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steps. Kloks, Kratsch and Müller [6] used the idea to partition the nodes into high and low degree, to
efficiently count and detect small induced subgraphs.

2 The Algorithm

As in [2], the set of nodes is decomposed in two subsets: a setL of nodes with degree smaller than∆
(low degree nodes), and the setH of the remaining nodes (high degree nodes). The value of∆ will be
determined in the sequel.

We first describe how to detect aC4 which contains two opposite low degree nodes, i.e., it is of the
form v1

�v2
�v3

�v4, wherev1 andv3 are members ofL. Following [2], we first compute all paths of length 2
which have an intermediate node inL. These paths can be constructed in O
e∆� time and space. Next
one sorts these paths with respect to their start and end point in lexicographic and reverse lexicographic
order with radix sort in linear time. This allows one to groupall the two-paths which start in a particular
vertex and end in a particular vertex, sorted with respect totheir second extremal vertex. With this at
hand, it is then straightforward to detect whether there exist two such paths, which form a simple directed
cycle of length 4. This procedure runs in O
e∆� steps.

Since∑v�V deg
v� �2e one has that the number of high degree nodes
�
H
�
is bounded by

�
H
� �

2e�∆.
Thus aC4 which contains only high degree nodes can be detected in O

e�∆�ω� steps via fast matrix
multiplication.

The otherC4 are of the form

1. CLHHH : three high degree nodes followed by one low degree node;

2. CLLHH : a pair of consecutive low degree nodes followed by a pair of high degree nodes.

Let MABC be an integer matrix such that, given a nodev �A and a nodew �C, MABC �v�w� is the number
of 2-length directed simple paths fromv to w which pass trough a node inB, whereA�B�C � �L�H�.
Since there are at most 2e�∆ high degree nodes, one can computeMHHH in time O
e�∆�ω�.

One can compute the matrixMHHH in time O

e�∆�ω�. The matrixMHHL can be computed in
time O

e�∆�ω�1�1�lognlog�e∆��� which is the time to multiply a 2e�∆ �2e�∆-matrix, with a 2e�∆ �n-
matrix. Here the numberω
1�1�r� denotes the exponent of the multiplication of an �n-matrix, with a
n �nr-matrix.

With these matricesMHHH and MHHL at hand, we can now check whether there exists aC4 of
type 1 or 2. To do so, one generates again all two-paths with intermediate node inL. For each such
two path, one then checks whether its start-nodeu and its end-nodev have a positive entryMHHH �u�v� or
MHHL �u�v�.

2.1 Complexity

The above described procedure runs in time O
e∆ � 
e�∆�ω�1�1�lognlog�e∆���. This complexity is mini-
mized whene∆ � 
e�∆�ω�1�1�lognlog�e∆��. The exponentω
1�1�r� is bounded byω
1�1�r� � r �1�ω.
Via this upper bound one obtains∆ � n1ωe1�2ω and thus a running time of O
n1ωe2�2ω�.
Theorem 1 There is an algorithm which detects a C4 in a directed graph with n nodes and e edges in
time O
n1ωe2�2ω�.

This running time is an asymptotic improvement of the O
nω� and O
e1�5� bounds ife � nα for
α � 
2�
4 �ω�� 
ω �1��2�. The currently best algorithm for matrix multiplication shows thatω is
bounded byω 	 2
375477 [3]. This means that our algorithm is the currently fastest algorithm for
α � �1
2312�1
6877�, wheree � nα.
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2.2 Remarks

Limitations to detecting larger cycles

To speed up the detection of aCk for k �5 one cannot use the same approach. Already to detect aC5 with
the same idea, one would have to spend at least O

e�∆�ω� steps to detect aC5 among the high degree
nodes and in addition one would have to generate all 3 paths inthe low degree nodes, of which there
might bee∆2 many. Thus the running time would beΩ
e1�23�, which is not superior to the O
e1�23�
algorithm of Alon et al. [2].

Using fast rectangular matrix multiplication

Above we used the simple upper boundω
1�1�r� � r �1�ω to readily compute the optimal value of∆
in terms ofn ande. In this way we could also state a closed formula for the worstcase complexity of our
algorithm.

Huang and Pan [4] described a fast method for rectangular matrix multiplication. The bound on
ω
1�1�r� which results from their algorithm is superior to ther �1�ω bound that we applied. However,
it is not expressed via a closed formula. We numerically found that using Huang and Pan’s fast rectangu-
lar matrix multiplication algorithm, our method is asymptotically faster than O
nω� and O
e1�5� for any
α in the interval�1
2117�1
6877�.
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